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The Teaching

I teach the chant to my son:
Earth, I am
Fire, I am
Water, Air, and Spirit
lam

He wants to know
how to spell:
"earth," "water," "fire,"
"spirit," and
"person."

Enchantment & Freedom

When did the chant begin?

How many generations or
thousands of years, shaken
in the womb to the same
damn rhythm
minute in variation, the inflections
sounding out
the same shape
the same meaning
entrained in flesh and form:

leave me alone

leave me alone
leave me alone

The old ones are always dying
bitter with their wishes come true
they lacked faith,
didn't make any plans
about freedom

No small changes are healing
the wounds in myself, the war-torn
nature of my family, and big changes
subtle ones trans/formations
relentlessly draw me
into new alignment
with the single-pointed purpose
of staring down into my own
cadaverous eyes
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Birth Sketch II

simple solid woman
hunkered down, hair
escapes the ponytail
a few wet tendrils

below
the human child
just now leaving
this mother's body

outside the circle
rendered down to two
delicate hands
is the father

he who was so
important to me
and so central
sidelined

A Present Made

o those hopes and dreams
sweet days and troubles
walking side by side
past flowing streams

pebble beds turning
catch glitter of sun and throw
star glints, moon beams
o young man of mine

down city streets you walk
hunkered in black leather
against the rain
we move and

lovelights shine on
cardboard boxes
souvenirs of what appealed
collect, define

o unexpected
gifts of life, cruelties
and cowardice fade
we who, so excited and afraid

looked ahead
now stroke the braid
of all we've done, intended
unintended

each, and all together
a present made
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Protection

where is the flower
within whose petals gently folding
i may sleep safe, hidden
from the great night

so small and vulnerable am i
these delicate legs and wings
require profound and golden light
to carry me

tasting nature's menus
through each day, averting
certain dangers and inviting
certain play

still, at nightfall
when flowers sleep
i am too naked to survive
and starlight too weak

Gone Not Gone

With the kids gone
I sleep in a messy house

that I may wake up
within the illusion

not gone
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